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About This Content

Today you are driving the world famous Flying Scotsman from the 1920s. You have a big day ahead of you so while you take in
the beauty of this train, try to keep to your passenger run also!

The passenger run takes you on a massive 125 mile drive down the ECML from Edinburgh through to Newcastle where you'll
finish your shift for the day. There are many passengers that can not wait to get on the Scotsman so be sure to make all your

stops so not to disappoint.

It is a breathtaking experience to drive the Flying Scotsman so enjoy the beauty of this great train as it rolls on through the East
Coast Main Line.

Your schedule today - Edinburgh to Newcastle, stopping at all stations:

Prestonpans
Longniddry

Drem
Dunbar
Berwick
Chathill

Alnmouth
Acklington
Widdington
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Pegswood
Morpeth

Cramlington
Heaton
Manors

Newcastle
This tribute session offers the 1920s Flying Scotsman and many 1900 - 1960 trains running throughout the ECML route. The

route itself is not from the 1920s era but is used to recreate the Flying Scotsman experience. Also note that the Flying Scotsman
locomotive is available to download on the Download Station for free.
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I dunno. The game got boring quickly for me. It has very nice visuals and I like the overall tone of the game but I probably
should have read reviews more thoroughly before purchasing. It really is just jumping around on lanterns avoiding traps.. I don't
recommend this game. I nutted like five times bruh.. Cupid is easily one of the best VNs on Steam, and free to boot. The story is
engrossing, with tons of surprising twists and a cast of fascinating, believable characters.. Don't expect the sun and the moon,
but...
For this price, and given the premise that this is supposed to be a bootcamp, it's actually not that bad even this early on.
It does help you out to practice with different weapons that appear in various Battle Royale games, and it allows you to learn
their quirks, how they recoil, effective distance and such.
I think there's still work to be done. I really hope that the dev won't abandone it, because it has great potential, but even today
you can pick it up for the laughable price it sells for, and get that much needed practice.. I feel rushed to find the letters to the
point i can't even read them. I feel timed by the song because i found out by the first level that if you don't find all the letters by
the end of the song then you don't find them at all. i then found myself search the level for all the things i could click instead of
enjoying the letters and the music.. There's honestly nothing to find interesting, funny or amusing in this game. Writing is lazy,
fighting is your typical RPG-Maker style, gameplay is plainly boring.

Yes, you'll play as Gabe Newell.

Yes, there's a lot of memes about TF3, HL3, Portal 3, etc.

No, these memes aren't funny or creative.

No, you shouldn't buy this game.. I miss the potato people.

Much improved dlc.. A real fun plane to fly! The bomber viewport is real nice to look out of. Very nice virtual cockpit
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Almost a perfect game.
Just needs more time.
Best for passing time.
Would be happy if i get more customizing options :)
[ Got it for only 29 rupees during a sale ]. hahahaha nop. I cannot reccomend enough to watch Wakfu: The Animated Series.
These episodes are basically a "3rd season," and I am more than happy to pay for, and stand behind, this series, and hope they
make more.

My only complaint: WHY THE HELL IS THIS SERIES SO OBSCURE!? BUY THIS, GET OUT, AND WATCH THE
SERIES ON NETFLIX!!!. Good one. Like it.. As others have said, this game appears to be abandoned, and there isn't really a
lot to it to begin with, just a small area and a few hills around it with some monsters and trees and chests everywhere. It's really a
pity, because the graphics are really interesting and it has some interesting bits that most voxel-based games do not have, like
trees completely falling down once you cut through the base, and the ability to customize your character in really interesting
ways.
Sadly it's not worth pursuing, and really didn't have enough content to be worth this price to begin with. I wouldnl't suggest
purchasing unless it has several very large updates.. \u062a\u0633\u0628\u0628
\u0627\u0644\u0635\u062f\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0627\u0639
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